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So it will be at the close of the age. The angels will come out and separate the evil
from the righteous. Matthew 13:49
Wouldn't it be simple if a person ceased to exist at the end of his or her earthly life?
However, people are meant to live eternally. This is good, but it is also a big
problem.
CSG 410
Greetings!,
Each of us must face the question, "Whom can I trust?" Learning to answer this question is an important
task in each of our lives, but also for the society as a whole.

Rev. Hyung Jin Moon, "The Substantial Kingdom" - 12/11/2016
In Hyung Jin Nim's sermon on "The Substantial Kingdom," he discussed how news
media can be used as a tool for social control. Americans who resist the "nonjudgmental" culture are called bigots. "Multi-culturalism" advocates say we must
accept all cultures, except the conservative ones that value monogamy and fidelity
in natural marriage, revealing that the true goal is not tolerance, but a leftist attack
on the institutions that make for strong families.
The Christian doctrine of the rapture ignores Jesus' repeated messages about the
Kingdom to be established on earth and leads many to ignore politics, creating a
vacuum that advocates of socialism and ever-increasing government are more than
happy to fill.
In this conflict the role of reliable media is more important than ever. In the 1980s Rev. Moon took
responsibility to establish a form of "alternative media," The Washington Times even though many
questioned why a religious leader would do such a thing. When Ronald Reagan was elected in 1980, he

held up a copy of the front page story "Reagan Landslide" from the Newsworld newspaper, also
established by the founder of the Unification Movement.
It is not enough to just expose or denounce evil, the underlying worldview that justifies such acts must be
critiqued and a positive alternative offered. It has been said the path to hell is paved with good intentions,
which is why we must judge any action by its results, not by how it makes us feel.
Hyung Jin Nim said the most miserable day in his life was the one when he saw his own mother betray
Father and lift up her own Han lineage. In the cosmic battle between good and evil he had no choice but
to denounce her actions. She is supporting the global warming agenda and global socialism, the opposite
of what Father risked his life for. If Hyung Jin Nim had not stood up, everyone would have been
unknowingly separated from True Father with no avenue to reconnect with him.
*******
DID YOU KNOW?
615 volumes of Father's speeches were published in Korean under his supervision. In April 2012 Mother
visited Sung-Hwa Press and requested that certain passages in Father's sermon volumes be deleted.
Subsequently, FFWPU headquarters issued an order recalling all volumes from volume 594 onwards, and
new editions of these last volumes were issued to replace the originals. In the reprinted volumes, all those
words of Father that critically refer to Mother, or to Father's raising of Mother, are deleted.
*******
May God bless you and your families!
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Richard
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